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A B S T R A C T

In recent years, there has been a shift in the literature towards identifying how ongoing stress adversely affects
mental health beyond the effect of direct exposure to war-related violence. The goal of the current study was to
investigate the relationship between displacement-related stressors and trauma symptom severity. Participants (N
¼ 1015) were recruited from primary healthcare clinics (PHCs) in Northern Sri Lanka and completed a de-
mographic and displacement history questionnaire, the Stressful Life Events Checklist, and the Harvard Trauma
Questionnaire. Four latent stressor constructs were identified through exploratory and confirmatory factor ana-
lyses: 1) personal safety concerns; 2) war-related loss; 3) material loss, and 4) personal hardships. Structural
equation modeling was used to examine the relationship between stressors and trauma symptom severity. In the
final structural equation model, war-related loss and material loss were positively related to symptom severity
whereas psychosocial hardship was found to be negatively related to symptom severity. Results highlight how an
integrated model of mental health can more fully inform the needs stemming from displacement-related stressors.
1. Introduction

Over the last two decades, the largest scale of forced migration and
displacement of individuals affected by civil conflicts has occurred. Such
conflict-driven forced displacement has resulted in an increased burden
of mental disorders in affected populations, highlighting the extensive
need for mental health and psychosocial supports for this population
(Fazel et al., 2012; Porter and Haslam, 2005). In this context, post-
traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) has been a frequently researched diag-
nosis. As highlighted by Miller and Rasmussen (2017), the emphasis on
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the diagnosis of PTSD and domination of the biomedical model in
war-affected communities and displaced populations can be traced to
several simultaneous events including the large-scale refugee movement
to Europe and North America in the late 20th century coupled with the
recently developed diagnosis of PTSD in 1980 (Psychiatric Association,
1980). The diagnosis of PTSD resonated as an explanatory model for
many clinicians and humanitarian workers in post-conflict settings,
contributing to a spectacular global spread of the labelling of post-
traumatic sequalae (Summerfield, 2001).

In recent years however, there has been increased recognition that
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individuals experience a great deal more than discrete intermittent
events of violence and loss in complex situations of war and displace-
ment. Chronic and highly stressful social and material conditions
resulting from armed conflict, additionally permeate daily life (Fernando
et al., 2009; Miller and Rasmussen, 2014). In other words, identifying
sources of distress is critical for fostering recovery because effective in-
terventions will likely differ depending on the root causes.

Consistent with the recent shift in literature towards identifying how
sources of chronic stress adversely impact mental health in post-conflict
settings above and beyond direct exposure to war-related violence (e.g.
Boothby et al., 2006; de Jong, 2002; Miller et al., 2004), the current study
drew upon theoretical frameworks rooted in a social ecological
perspective to understand the root causes of distress experienced by
war-affected communities in Northern Sri Lanka. This study contributed
to the first author's doctoral dissertation (Thomas, 2021). The overall
goal of the current study was to explore the relationship between chronic
stressors and PTSD symptom severity in post-conflict Northern Sri Lanka.

As a result of the protracted conflict in Sri Lanka, families and com-
munities have been uprooted from familiar and traditional ecological
contexts (Somasundaram, 2007). Many have experienced not only direct
exposure to violence, but also secondary traumatic events associated
with displacement such as loss of community, lengthy and dangerous
journeys, and inadequate resources or shelter. In one study with youth in
Eastern Sri Lanka, Fernando and colleagues (Fernando et al., 2010) found
that stressors such as abuse, inter-parental conflict, and material scarcity
accounted for significantly more variance than war exposure on most
mental health variables, including PTSD. In a separate intervention study
in a school setting in Northern Sri Lanka, children reported exposure to
war-related events as well as chronic stressors such as poverty, inter-
personal conflicts with neighbours, and having difficulty meeting basic
needs (Tol et al., 2012). Findings from qualitative studies highlight
various examples of stressors in post-conflict Sri Lanka. These include
imprisonment, torture and physical abuse in detention, family members
being kidnapped (Jayawickreme et al., 2009, 2012), family problems
(e.g., maltreatment by children toward elderly parents), loss of land and
limited economic opportunities, lack of basic needs, and stigma for
imprisonment (Jayawickreme et al., 2009). This literature highlights the
presence of war-related and chronic stressors for various populations in
Sri Lanka; however, there has not been a recent systematic quantitative
undertaking of identifying chronic stressors in Sri Lankan war-affected
individuals across the age spectrum while identifying the relationship
of stressors with trauma symptom severity to the best of our knowledge.

As research on the psychological impact of armed conflict and forced
migration has increased, two distinct approaches have emerged, those
being the war exposure and psychosocial approaches. The war exposure
model can be understood broadly as part of the clinical model of mental
health interventions in post-conflict settings and has historically domi-
nated research on the mental health effects of armed conflict, primarily
related to PTSD (Miller et al., 2009). Conversely, advocates of the psy-
chosocial approach argue that ongoing stress, resulting from social and
material deprivation caused or worsened by war (e.g., loss of property,
inadequate resources), impacts mental health in conflict and post-conflict
settings above and beyond direct exposure to war-related violence and
loss (Galappatti, 2014).

Miller and Rasmussen (2010) sought to bridge the divide between the
war-exposure and psychosocial approaches and proposed a framework
on daily stressors. Miller and Rasmussen argued that the focus on a
discrete set of traumatic events during war (i.e., the war exposure model)
did not take into consideration the daily stressors that typified situations
of organized violence, and which often exacerbated mental health
symptoms (Miller and Rasmussen, 2014). Miller and Rasmussen define
daily stressors as “the stressful social and material conditions of everyday
life that are common within settings of organized violence” [7, p. 33].
These stressors are often of a chronic or repeated nature, largely beyond
people's control, and typically result from, or are worsened by armed
conflict (Miller and Rasmussen, 2010, 2014). For the purposes of this
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study, daily stressors will be referred to as ‘chronic stressors’. Although
the term ‘daily stressors’ is often used in the literature, the authors opted
to use ‘chronic stressors’ to capture the ongoing and enduring stress
encountered by war-affected individuals in Northern Sri Lanka.

Regarding the war exposure model, studies have suggested that the
positive association of war exposure and PTSD continues to remain sig-
nificant even after daily stressors were added to models; however, the
strength of the association was found to consistently diminish, suggesting
that chronic stressors partially mediate the impact of war trauma on
mental health status (Miller and Rasmussen, 2014, 2017). Several criti-
cisms regarding the war exposure model and clinical approach emerged
in response to the inadequacy of these models for responding to mental
health problems stemming from social, political, and economic com-
plexities. The reasons for the criticism are varied but include methodo-
logical problems of assessment (e.g. Steel et al., 2009), issues with
cross-cultural application of the diagnosis of PTSD (e.g. Hinton and
Lewis-Fernandez, 2011), and an argument that the diagnosis of PTSD
does not accurately capture the complexity and chronic nature of
stressors that individuals in conflict settings encounter (e.g. Eisenbruch,
1991; Pedersen, 2002). The latter argument is particularly prominent in
Sri Lanka, given the impact of the 26-year protracted conflict
(1983–2009) combined with losses endured following the 2004 Indian
Ocean tsunami. Consequent to the civil war, approximately 800,000 in-
dividuals, families and communities, primarily in the North and the East,
were uprooted from their homes and communities (Somasundaram,
2007; United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), 2016;
van der Veen and Somasundaram, 2006). Related to the 2004 tsunami,
researchers examined the relative roles of trauma and daily stressors in
Sri Lankan adolescents residing in areas impacted by the tsunami; they
found that adolescents with a history of traumatic events additionally
experienced daily stressors, and these stressors were associated with
more severe symptoms and impairment (Ponnamperuma and Nicolson,
2018). It was argued that the narrow focus on trauma resulted in over-
looking the broader social and material conditions that shaped distress
(Galappatti, 2014). Research further suggests that daily stressors
partially mediate the impact of war trauma on mental health status, thus
indicating that a social ecological model inclusive of post-conflict
stressors shows greater predictive power than the more narrowly
defined war exposure model (Miller and Rasmussen, 2014, 2017).

The psychosocial approach garnered attention globally for its appli-
cation from a social ecological perspective, which includes greater
appreciation for the interdependency of the individual, family, commu-
nity, and broader systems and their influences on development (Gal-
appatti, 2014). In Sri Lanka, the psychosocial approach evolved locally
from various clinicians and mental health leaders in the field in response
to their dissatisfaction with the theoretical and institutional approach of
the clinical model (Galappatti, 2014). It also became clear that a clinical
model and individual-based interventions alone were not sustainable in a
country with 0.29 psychiatrists/100,000 people and no clinical psy-
chologists in the Northern region (World Health Organization, 2018).
Although local idioms of distress were identified in Sri Lanka to further
understand howmental health symptoms are locally conceptualized (e.g.
Somasundaram, 2014), research has illustrated that communities often
interpreted their distress using socioeconomic markers. For instance,
Samarasinghe notes that, “research in Sri Lanka has revealed that most
people living in conflict areas seldom understood their suffering in psy-
chological terms. Instead, they tended to recognize that the material and
social conditions of their lives had a bearing on their psychological
well-being” [2014, p. 372]. Consequently, interventions shifted to
address the social and structural circumstances of people's lives. Despite
the plethora of psychosocial interventions in Sri Lanka often stemming
from ethnographic perspectives on ecological stressors (e.g. (Soma-
sundaram, 2014; Samarasinghe and Somasundaram, 2014),), there re-
mains limited systematic understanding of what these specific stressors
are and their relationship to war-related stressors and PTSD symptom
severity.



Table 1
Sociodemographic characteristics of participants.

Characteristic Level N *Weighted
Percent

Age Group 18 to 34 144 15.0
35 to 49 278 24.3
50 to 64 335 32.2
65 þ 258 28.5

Sex Female 533 52.2
Male 482 47.8

Marital Status Married 802 79.6
Widowed, Separated, Divorced
or Missing

164 15.8

Never Married 48 4.5
Ethnicity Muslim or Sinhala 109 6.9

Tamil 906 93.1
Religion Hindu 680 72.7

Islam 111 7.2
Christian or other 224 20.0

Employment Status Employed 434 38.6
Unemployed/Off Sick/
Disabled

101 11.2

Student, Retired, Other 70 8.3
Housewife/At Home 410 41.9

Education Level No formal education, other
education

90 8.9

Grades 1-Grade 5 307 27.8
Grades 6 through O/Lsa 511 51.9
University or Higher 107 11.4

Number of Times
Displaced

Once 192 22.5
More Than Once 823 77.5

Note. N ¼ 1015; *Weighted based on population size.
a Ordinary Level, approximately equivalent to Grade 11–12 in North American

educational standards.
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Miller and Rasmussen (2010, 2017) argue that neither a war exposure
nor psychosocial approach alone is sufficient for understanding the
profound psychological impact of armed conflict in combination with a
host of highly stressful conditions in post-conflict settings. The daily
stressors model allows for encapsulating intervening variables that may
either partly or fully explain the impact of war exposure on psychopa-
thology (Miller and Rasmussen, 2010). Similarly, several reviews have
identified that mental health of refugees is impacted by war-related
violence in combination with the constellation of ongoing
post-migration or displacement-related stressors (e.g. Fazel et al., 2012;
Porter and Haslam, 2005; Lustig et al., 2004; Siriwardhana et al., 2014;
Tyrer and Fazel, 2014). Based on their review of studies that examined
the role of daily stressors among those impacted by conflict, Miller and
Rasmussen found that the war exposure approach overestimates the
magnitude of the direct impact of war exposure in explaining psycho-
pathology in post-conflict settings (Miller and Rasmussen, 2010). Studies
suggest that stressors such as domestic violence, discrimination, poverty
and unemployment, social isolation, and legal status uncertainty in pre-
dictive models account for a great deal of variance in symptomatology
severity (Ellis et al., 2008; Gorst-Unsworth and Goldenberg, 1998;
Michultka et al., 1998; Miller et al., 2002; Pernice and Brook, 1996; Sack
et al., 1996). Together, such results suggest that daily stressors partially
mediate the impact of war trauma on mental health status, thus indi-
cating that a social ecological model inclusive of post-conflict stressors
shows greater predictive power than the more narrowly defined war
exposure model (Miller and Rasmussen, 2014, 2017).

1.1. The current study

The current study was conducted in collaboration with a larger five-
year research program titled, “Integrating mental health into primary
care for conflict-affected populations in Northern Sri Lanka” (COMGAP-
S) (Doherty et al., 2019). The study described here is part of a
mixed-method sequential exploratory design, where qualitative findings
(Thomas et al., in press) informed the current study. The overall aim of
the current study was to explore the relationship between stressors and
PTSD symptom severity in post-conflict Northern Sri Lanka. Two specific
objectives were pursued: 1) we sought to quantitatively assess the
grouping of stressors as identified by participants in the qualitative study
(Thomas et al., in press). Following from the literature and qualitative
findings (i.e. Thomas et al., in press), it was anticipated that a data-driven
factor analysis would result in the identification of multiple factors,
including one or more factor(s) focused on war-related stressors and one
or multiple factor(s) focused on every day, chronic stressors; 2) we
subsequently examined the relationship between exposure to stressors
(i.e., war-related and chronic stressors) and PTSD symptom severity.
Post-conflict mental health research suggests that exposure to chronic
stressors predicts levels of distress as strongly as exposure to war-related
stressors (Miller and Rasmussen, 2017). Similarly, chronic stressors have
also been found to be positively associated with PTSD (de Jong, 2002;
Betancourt et al., 2012). In line with these findings, it was hypothesized
that exposure to war-related as well as to chronic stressors would be
positively associated with PTSD symptom severity.

2. Method

The current study was approved by the institutional research ethics
boards at the Toronto Metropolitan University in Canada and the Uni-
versity of Jaffna in Sri Lanka.

2.1. Site selection and participant description

Twenty-five primary healthcare clinics (PHCs) were randomly
selected based on proportional cluster selection, in that districts with a
lower number of internally-displaced persons (IDPs) were allocated
fewer clusters (Doherty et al., 2019). Participants were recruited from
3

PHCs located across all five districts (Jaffna, Mannar, Mullaitivu, Vavu-
niya, and Kilinochchi) in the Northern Province of Sri Lanka. Each of
these districts were severely affected by the conflict and the majority of
the population was internally displaced at one time or another, ranging
anywhere from two years (Husain et al., 2011) to two decades (Sir-
iwardhana et al., 2013). Many of those displaced have now returned to
the five districts in Northern Sri Lanka. See Doherty et al. (2019) for
further details on methods and procedures related to the parent study
(COMGAP-S).

The full sample from the COMGAP-S research study (Doherty et al.,
2019) was used for analysis as part of the current study. Participants (N
¼ 1015) included female and male adults, 18 years and older, who were
internally displaced at any time during the conflict. A description of
participant demographics is included in Table 1. Mental health issues
were prevalent in this sample. As noted by Doherty and colleagues,
58.8% of participants screened positive for a mental health disorder
based on the measures administered. Relatedly, 42.4% of participants
screened positive for two or more mental health disorders (Doherty et al.,
2019). Prevalence of PTSD was 13.7% based on completion of the Har-
vard Trauma Questionnaire (HTQ; discussed further below).

2.2. Measures

In the COMGAP-S cross-sectional study, participants were assessed at
one time point by a trained research assistant (RA). RAs administered the
package of questionnaires with data collection forms developed using
Kobo toolbox, version 1.4.8 (Humanitarian Initiative, 2015). For the
current study, data from the Sociodemographic and Displacement His-
tory questionnaire, Stressful Life Events Checklist, and the HTQ were
included for analyses.

2.2.1. Sociodemographic and Displacement History Questionnaire
Participants completed a questionnaire on demographics, displace-

ment history, and return and post-migration experiences. Researchers
involved with COMGAP-S developed this measure and local RAs were
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involved in the translation process. Questions were based on de-
mographic information (e.g., age, occupation, educational level), hous-
ing circumstances (e.g., “how many people share the house with you?”),
displacement history and conflict experiences (e.g., “did you sustain in-
juries as a result of the conflict?”). Participants selected responses from a
list of options. Both questionnaires were used in a previous epidemio-
logical cross-sectional study among the Tamil population in Sri Lanka
(Siriwardhana et al., 2013).

2.2.2. Stressful Life Events Checklist
The Stressful Life Events Checklist was adapted from the List of

Threatening Experiences questionnaire to more appropriately reflect
stressors experienced in a post-conflict setting (Brugha et al., 1985).
Participants were asked to select whether they experienced any stressful
events from a list of items (e.g., “serious injury, illness or assault to
yourself”; “death of a parent, spouse/partner, child, brother or sister of
yours”; “no money for food, education, health and other essential things
in life”). Participants additionally indicated whether they experienced
these stressors in their lifetime, the past year, or in the past month. The
checklist was used in a previous epidemiological cross-sectional study
among the Tamil population in Sri Lanka (Siriwardhana et al., 2013). The
Sociodemographic and Displacement History Questionnaire, as well as
the Stressful Life Events Checklist from the COMGAP-S participant
questionnaire package were reviewed. Items that fit within the Social
Ecological Model of Stressors from the qualitative study (i.e. Thomas
et al., in press) were identified and included for analysis (discussed
further below).

2.2.3. Harvard Trauma Questionnaire (HTQ)
PTSD was measured using the first section of the HTQ, which asks

about various trauma events, as well as emotional symptoms considered
to be uniquely associated with trauma (Siriwardhana et al., 2013). The
items administered for the current study correspond to the DSM-IV PTSD
diagnostic criteria based on the study timelines and availability of the
validated HTQ for use with the Tamil population in Northern Sri Lanka
(Husain et al., 2011; Suraweera et al., 2013). In line with previous
literature (e.g. Cherewick et al., 2016) the HTQ was included as a
continuous variable (i.e., measuring symptom severity). From a psycho-
metric perspective, including the continuous measure of PTSD severity
allowed for the maximal use of nuanced data. Skewness and kurtosis
were severely non-normal for the HTQ (i.e., 5.7 and 51.03, respectively).
However, estimators that are robust to non-normality were used in the
MPlus® software package (Version 8; (Muth�en & Muth�en, 2017)). The
HTQ had excellent internal consistency in this sample, α ¼ 0.91.

2.3. Procedure

Based on power analysis conducted for the parent study, trained RAs
approached 1202 individuals across the randomly selected public PHCs.
Of 89 PHCs in Northern Province, 25 PHCs were randomly selected for
the COMGAP-S study (see Doherty et al. (2019), for further details on site
selection). Systematic random sampling (Rahi, 2017) was used with
trained RAs approaching every third attendee at PHC registration desks
until 41 participants were recruited per facility. Structured interviews
with recruited participants were conducted between June 20 to October
10, 2016. Although questionnaires were self-report measures, RAs
administered the questionnaires due to literacy issues for many partici-
pants. From those approached, 177 declined to participate, eight in-
terviews were incomplete, and two participants reported no history of
displacement. The latter two participants were not retained in the final
analysis for a total of 1015 included in the final sample. Participants were
provided with tea, coffee and snacks during interviews as per local cus-
toms. No other incentives for participation were provided.

Written informed consent was obtained unless participants' literacy
levels necessitated verbal consent. As RAs were fluent in Tamil, Sinha-
lese, and English, competency and capacity were assessed in the language
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that was most comfortable for the interviewee. Likewise, interviews were
conducted in the interviewee's preferred language. This was possible as
all measures were translated and validated in Tamil, Sinhalese and En-
glish (Doherty et al., 2019).

RAs were also provided training in ensuring the safety of participants
and a Standard Operating Procedure was developed to guide decisions
during emergency situations. As interviews were conducted in PHCs,
physicians were available if a participant became distressed during the
interview process. Additionally, a senior team member from the
COMGAP-S study was on site during the data collection period.

2.4. Data analytic strategy

As noted, the Social Ecological Model of Stressors (Thomas et al., in
press) informed the quantitative analysis for the current study (process
described further below). First, descriptive statistics and correlational
analyses were conducted to investigate simple relationships between
variables of interest (i.e., demographics and PTSD). Subsequently,
exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses were conducted to deter-
mine the factor loadings for chronic stressors. Structural equation
modelling (SEM) was used to further test hypotheses. All analyses were
conducted with the Mplus® software package (Version 8; Muth�en &
Muth�en, 2017).

2.4.1. Objective 1: exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis
Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was conducted with one to six

factors and informed conceptually by the Social Ecological Model of
Stressors established in the qualitative study (Thomas et al., in press).
The rationale for testing EFA with one to six factors was based on the
qualitative themes that emerged with the goal of identifying the most
parsimonious and meaningful number of factors. Sections from the
Sociodemographic and Displacement History Questionnaire, as well as
the Stressful Life Events Checklist from the COMGAP-S Participant
Questionnaire Package were reviewed. Items were identified based on
the Social Ecological Model of Stressors (Thomas et al., in press), and
reflective of the systemic, war exposure and daily, chronic stressors
identified in participants’ narratives. In addition to determining whether
to retain or delete items based on estimates and modification indices,
items were deleted if they were redundant with other items before
running the analysis. In this way, items were retained based on balancing
between parsimony and comprehensiveness, while guided by modifica-
tion indices and theoretical justifications. Items included for further
analysis were dichotomized by assigning a score of 1 for any item rated 1
(yes, stressor experienced by the individual) or 0 (no, stressor not
experienced by the individual). This list was independently reviewed by
the first author (FCT) and a statistician (SC) to ensure that the final list of
stressors included for quantitative analysis was comprehensive.

Once the first author (FCT) determined the final list of items for in-
clusion, EFA was initially conducted with 50% of the sample, randomly
identified (n ¼ 509). Items that cross-loaded on multiple factors or did
not load on any factors were removed based on the estimates and
modification indices. This process was repeated until until each item was
individually not loading on more than one factor. Multiple means were
used in combination to determine the ideal number of factors, including
the scree plot, oblimin-rotated factor loadings, and indices of fit. To avoid
deleting items unnecessarily, factors were not retained where multiple
items cross-loaded on two or more factors (as this would require item
deletion).

Items were deleted based on whether they loaded strongly on mul-
tiple factors (Brown, 2006). Specifically, the following procedure was
applied: 1) if items cross-loaded� 0.35 on multiple factors and there was
a <0.10 difference between the loadings, the item was deleted and the
analysis was re-run; 2) if an item loaded �0.35 and there was a �0.10
difference between the two loadings, this item was retained. An iterative
process was followed to identify the most comprehensive, yet parsimo-
nious number of factors.



Table 2
Results of exploratory factor analysis, factors 1 to 6 (N ¼ 509).

Chi square (df) CFI TLI RMSEA (90% CI) SRMR

Complete list of items
1 factor 2093.43* (299) .839 .825 .109 (.104, 0.113) .172
2 factors 1238.565* (274) .914 .897 .083 (.078, 0.088) .124
3 factors 881.318* (250) .943 .926 .070 (.065, 0.076) .099
4 factors 614.132* (227) .965 .950 .058 (.052, 0.063) .078
5 factors 456.165* (205) .977 .964 .049 (.043, 0.055) .062
6 factors 353.865* (184) .985 .973 .043 (.036, 0.049) .051

After item deletion*
1 factor 1334.123* (119) .884 .868 .142 (.135, 0.149) .207
2 factors 542.103* (103) .958 .945 .092 (.084, 0.099) .106
3 factors 296.043* (88) .980 .969 .068 (.060, 0.077) .075
4 factors 137.401* (74) .994 .989 .041 (.030, 0.052) .042
5 factors 86.758* (61) .998 .995 .029 (.013, 0.042) .033
6 factors 45.339 (49) 1.000 1.001 .000 (.000, 0.025) .023
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The following fit indices were used to determine the best fitting
number of factors for EFA and CFA: the Chi-square Goodness of Fit (χ2),
the comparative fit index (CFI; Bentler, 1990) the Tucker-Lewis Index
(TLI; Tucker and Lewis, 1973), the root mean square error of approxi-
mation (RMSEA; Steiger and Lind, 1980), and the standardized root
mean square residual (SRMR; Hu and Bentler, 1999). As χ2 is dependent
on the sample size, a number of other fit indices were established
(Blunch, 2013). For both the CFI and TLI, values � 0.90 indicate a
satisfactory fit (Hooper et al., 2008). A good fit between the data and the
hypothesized model is indicated by RMSEA values of 0.06 or less (Hu and
Bentler, 1999), whereas RMSEA values up to 0.08 indicate a reasonable
fit (Browne and Cudeck, 1992). A satisfactory SRMR fit is indicated by
values less than or equal to 0.08, with a preference for lower values (Hu
and Bentler, 1999). Variance-adjusted weighted least squares method
(WLSMV) was used as a robust approach for modelling categorical var-
iables (Barendse et al., 2015; Muth�en & Kaplan, 1985). To note, AIC or
BIC model fit estimates are not reported in MPlus when categorical
variables are used (Muth�en & Asparouhov Mplus, 2015). Direct oblimin
rotation was used as it was assumed that the factors were correlated
(Brown, 2009). Additionally, in instances where more than one potential
model showed similar indices of fit, nested model comparisons were used
to test the addition or removal of parameters (Hutchens, 2017). The
Kaiser-Guttman rule of thumb (i.e., eigenvalue >1) was also used to help
determine which factors to retain (Fabrigar et al., 1999).

Parallel Analysis (PA) allows for a more nuanced way to set the
threshold for the eigenvalue criterion, compared to the Kaiser-Guttman
rule of thumb (Schmitt, 2011). As MPlus does not support PA with
dichotomous data, the FACTOR program (version R10.9.02; Ferrando
and Lorenzo-Seva, 2017) was used with polychoric correlations and PA
was based on the optimal implementation method (Timmerman and
Lorenzo-Seva, 2011) with 500 permutations.

After EFA was conducted, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was
subsequently conducted with the full sample (see Results for further
details). The following indices of fit and criteria were considered to
evaluate the adequacy of the tested models: CFI and TLI �0.90; RMSEA
�0.06; SRMR �0.08 (Hooper et al., 2008). MPlus provides the optimal
option for CFA modelling with categorical data, particularly because the
WLSMV estimator is currently only available in MPlus (Brown, 2006).
With regards to internal consistency, the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20
(KR20) is used for dichotomous variables (Kuder and Richardson, 1937;
Ritter, 2010) and reported in the Results for each of the factors from the
final CFA model.

2.4.2. Objective 2: Structural equation modeling (SEM)
Once stressor themes were identified based on EFA and CFA, SEMwas

conducted to test the conceptual model of the relation between exposure
to stressors and PTSD symptom severity. The stressor themes were
modeled as latent factors with indicators. The following covariates were
accounted for: marital status, ethnicity, religion, age-group, sex, occu-
pation, and education. This model simultaneously examined the contri-
bution of each of the stressor themes in the prediction of PTSD symptom
severity, based on the HTQ. Regarding the age-group covariate, partici-
pants were grouped by those born before 1983 (i.e., prior to the official
start of the Sri Lankan civil war) and those born after 1983. The rationale
for this grouping was to determine if there were any differences for the
younger generation who have primarily experienced a life in conflict and
displacement. As with EFA and CFA analyses, model fit was evaluated
based on the following goodness-of-fit indices: 1) χ2, 2) CFI (Bentler,
1990), 3) TLI (Tucker and Lewis, 1973), 4) RMSEA (Steiger and Lind,
1980), and 5) SRMR (Kline and Santor, 1999). Modification indices were
reviewed to improve the fit of the model. The Social Ecological Model of
Stressors (Thomas et al., in press) was also considered when making
decisions to add or remove pathways between variables.
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3. Results

3.1. Objective/hypothesis 1

3.1.1. Exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis (EFA and CFA)
Twenty-six items were initially included in the EFA (Supplementary

Information, Table 8). Although the six-factor model appeared to have
the best fit based on simple comparisons of absolute values (Table 2),
there were too few items (i.e., less than two) that met the �0.35 cut-off
per factor (Gorsuch, 2015). The five-factor model was also an inadequate
fit as two items (i.e., SL3C3 – unable to get treatment for an illness or injury
in the past month; SL3J3 – no money for food, education, health and other
essential things in life for past month) cross-loaded on both factors one and
five. To retain the five-factor model, these two items would need to be
deleted. Rather than delete additional items, the four-factor model was
conceptually determined to be a better fit. Additionally, the aforemen-
tioned items (i.e., SL3C3 and SL3J3) did not cross-load on multiple fac-
tors as it did in the two-factor model.

As an additional approach in determining the ideal number of factors,
direct oblimin (oblique) rotation, revealed four factors with eigenvalues
>1.0. A four-factor model was thus found to be the most robust and
parsimonious factor structure, based on fit indices. The four-factor model
provided a minimum of three items per factor, which is useful for sta-
bility and subsequent model testing. It also conceptually fit with the
themes of stressors identified in the qualitative study (Thomas et al., in
press).

Scree plot analysis suggested a distinctive reduction in the slope after
two factors (Petras et al., 2010). Thus, for additional statistical valida-
tion, model comparison was conducted between the four-factor (which,
as mentioned, was found to provide the best fit) and two-factor models.
The difftest command was applied to test for differences in model fit (How
can I compute a, 2020). The four-factor model provided a statistically
better fit than the simpler two-factor model (Table 3): χ2 (5)¼ 371.1, p<
.001 (Bowen, 2017). Additionally, the four-factor model was better
conceptually aligned with the qualitative themes (Thomas et al., in
press). In the spirit of understanding the nuanced impact of stressors and
their relationship to trauma symptom severity, the four-factor model was
selected as the final model.

The traditional Horn PA and the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
method supported the four-factor model. Although a two-factor model
could be considered to be the most parsimonious, it is not possible to rule
out shared method variance. Specifically, in the two-factor model, factor
one was defined by war-related stressors, and factor two included all
other items (i.e., recent, chronic stressors). Thus, the two-factor model
could be a result of temporal content (i.e., war exposure stressors are
historically based, whereas chronic stressors ask about stressors in the
Note: CI ¼ Confidence Interval; *After removing items that cross-loaded or did
not load on respective factors.
*p < .001.



Table 3
Two-factor model versus four-factor model.

χ2 (df) CFI TLI RMSEA SRMR

2-Factor 1612.24 (103) .947 .938 .12 .129

4-Factor 563.73 (98) .984 .980 .068 .077
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past month).
Once the four-factor model was identified, CFA was initially con-

ducted with the second half of the random sample as is typical in split-
sample model development (e.g. Cabrera-Nguyen, 2010). MPlus flag-
ged that items were highly correlated in the second half of the sample,
which created a statistical issue and resulted in a warning when the
model was run. To circumvent any computational issues, CFA was run
with the full sample. These four items were no longer as highly correlated
and no warnings were issued by the software when using the full sample.
In that context, and to maintain the maximum amount of information,
the full sample for the final CFA model was used. The four-factor model
tested with the full sample showed adequate indices of fit (χ2 (113) ¼
636.51; CFI ¼ 0.975; TLI ¼ 0.970; RMSEA ¼ 0.067; SRMR ¼ 0.087).
Thus, CFA supported the theoretically driven four-factor structure. The
final list of items based on EFA and CFA are presented in Table 4.

Ultimately, the four-factor model was included for Objective 2 based
on fit indices, in combination with theoretical and conceptual reasons
grounded in the Social Ecological Model of Stressors (Thomas et al., in
press). The four factors of stressors were labelled as follows: (1) Factor 1:
Personal Safety Concerns (KR20 ¼ 0.88); (2) Factor 2: War Exposure
Losses (KR20¼ 0.81); (3) Factor 3: Financial Loss and Hardship (KR20¼
0.65); and (4) Factor 4: Personal Hardships (KR20 ¼ 0.82). Although
some sources indicate that 0.7 to 0.8 is considered the minimal accept-
able value (e.g. (El-Uri and Malas, 2013; Salkind, 2012),), other sources
suggest a KR20 score above 0.5 is considered reasonable (e.g. Glen,
2016). In line with the general rule of thumb for Cronbach α, 0.60 �0.70
is considered an acceptable level of reliability, and 0.80 or higher is a
Table 4
Results from a factor analysis of stressor items.

Items from the Sociodemographic and Displacement History Questionnaire and Stressful Life
Checklist

Factor 1: Personal Safety Concerns
1. Witnessed an act of violence: SL3D3a

2. Been in combat in a war, or lived in a warzone: SL3E3
3. Moved to a worse (not better) residence or neighbourhood: SL3I3a

Factor 2: War Exposure Losses
4. Did you lose a close family member as a result of the conflict (parent, sibling or child)?: C
5. Was a close family member injured as a result of the conflict (parent, sibling or child)?: CD
6. Did you lose a friend or family member as a result of the conflict?: CD30b

7. Was a friend or family member injured as a result of the conflict?: CD31b

8. Property loss as a result of the conflict: CD32
Factor 3: Financial Loss and Hardship
9. Being made redundant or sacked from your job: SL2A3a

10. Looking for work without success for more than one month: SL2B3a

11. Major financial crisis, like losing the equivalent of 3 months income: SL2C3a

Factor 4: Personal Hardship
12. Serious injury, illness or assault to yourself: SL1A3a

13. Serious injury, illness or assault to a close relative: SL1B3a

14. Something you valued being lost or stolen: SL2E3a

15. Unable to get treatment for an illness or injury: SL3C3a

16. No money for food, education, health and other essential things in life: SL3J3a

17. Death of a close family friend or other relative (e.g., aunt, cousin or grandparent): SL1D3

Note. Questionnaire items were presented to participants in Tamil or Sinhala. The Engl
¼ Factor 1; F2 ¼ Factor 2; F3 ¼ Factor 3; F4 ¼ Factor 4.

a Stressors experienced in the past month.
b The terms ‘close family members’ and ‘family members’ were distinguished in th

extended relatives.
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very good level (Hulin et al., 2000). As the KR20 for Factor 3 (material
loss) was on the lower end and included a small number of items, the
mean inter-item correlation was assessed and fell within the expected
range of 0.2 and 0.4 (i.e., the mean interitem correlation for Factor 3:
Financial Loss and Hardship was 0.39) (Briggs and Cheek, 1986). For an
overview of the frequency with which individual stressors were reported,
please see Table 9 in the Supplementary Information.
3.2. Objective/hypothesis 2

3.2.1. Structural equation model (SEM)
The SEM included the four factors of stressors as latent variables, as

detailed in Objective 1 (Table 4). As SEM accounts for measurement error
when variables are captured as latent versus observed (Brannick, 2020),
a latent variable of PTSD symptom severity was used including all items
from the HTQ. The structural model included pathways from each of the
four latent variables of stressors to the latent variable of PTSD symptom
severity.

To control for possible covariates, pathways from marital status,
ethnicity, religion, age, sex, occupation, and education to the PTSD
symptom severity outcome were also included. Only sex and ethnicity
contributed significantly, but there was no change in model fit with or
without these covariates. As such, the covariates were retained to indi-
cate that demographics were controlled for and to maintain a compre-
hensive model. The percentage of missing values was low (<2.9% for all
the variables).

The initial proposed model (N ¼ 1015) obtained an inadequate fit, χ2

(748) ¼ 2579.257, p < .001; CFI ¼ 0.886; TLI ¼ 0.878; RMSEA ¼ 0.047;
SRMR¼ 0.092. Following an iterative process, changes were made based
on the estimates and modification indices provided in the MPlus output.
Also considering theoretical justifications, changes were conducted until
fit was adequate; these changes are described further below. During the
process of making adjustments to the model, nonsignificant pathways
were removed one by one. For clarity, the addition and removal of
pathways based on modification indices is delineated below:
Events
Exploratory factor analysis (n ¼
509)

Confirmatory factor analysis (N ¼
1015)

Factor loadings Standardized loadings (SE)

F1 F2 F3 F4 F1 F2 F3 F4

1.013 0.967
0.823 0.954
0.880 0.972

D28b 0.771 0.658
29b 0.951 0.889

0.786 0.953
0.857 0.951
0.766 0.516

0.610 0.859
1.028 0.779
0.626 0.914

0.664 0.727
0.692 0.795
0.411 0.712
0.843 0.861
0.904 0.877

a 0.743 0.889

ish version above has been obtained using back-to-back translation principles; F1

at the former referred to immediate family members, while the latter referred to



Table 5
Relationship of factors 1 to 4 stressors with PTSD symptom severity.

Relationship of PTSD symptom
severity with Factors

B [95% CI] β [95% CI]

Factor 1 (Personal Safety Concerns) �0.352* [-0.427,
�0.276]

�0.473* [-0.542,
�0.403]

Factor 2 (War Exposure Losses) 0.475* [0.366,
0.584]

0.466* [0.400,
0.531]

Factor 3 (Financial Loss and
Hardship)

�0.300* [-0.377,
�0.222]

�0.398* [-0.470,
�0.325]

Factor 4 (Personal Hardships) �0.600* [-0.710,
�0.490]

�0.625* [-0.676,
�0.573]

Note. B ¼ unstandardized beta; β ¼ standardized beta; CI ¼ confidence interval;
N ¼ 1015.
*p < .001.
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▪ Personal Safety Concerns (Factor 1) was not significantly related
to PTSD symptom severity so the pathway between Factor 1 and
PTSD symptom severity was removed.

▪ A pathway was added from ethnicity to War Exposure Losses
(Factor 2).

▪ Correlations were added between Personal Safety Concerns,
Financial Loss and Hardship, and Personal Hardship (i.e., Fac-
tors 1, 3, and 4) and question 10 from the HTQ (i.e. “feeling
irritable or having outburst of anger”).

▪ Correlations were added between Personal Safety Concerns,
Financial Loss and Hardship, and Personal Hardship (i.e., Fac-
tors 1, 3, and 4) and question 13 from the HTQ (“less interest in
daily activities”).

These changes made sense for conceptual reasons. For example,
Questions 10 and 13 from the HTQ are not necessarily symptoms that are
unique to PTSD and may indicate distress beyond PTSD specific symp-
toms for those experiencing Personal Safety Concerns, Financial Loss and
Hardship, and Personal Hardship. However, the finding that Personal
Safety Concerns was not significantly related to PTSD generated an un-
expected finding. This finding was explored further, as discussed below.

The overall fit of the model improved as a result of making these
changes. The final model (Fig. 1) had good fit: χ2 (745) ¼ 2316.7, p <

.001; χ2/df¼ 3.11; CFI¼ 0.904; TLI¼ 0.896; RMSEA¼ 0.046 (CI, 0.043,
0.048); SRMR ¼ 0.086. In the final model, War Exposure Losses (Factor
2) and recent Financial Loss and Hardship (Factor 3) were positively
related to PTSD symptom severity (i.e., the more War Exposure Losses
and Financial Loss and Hardship, the higher PTSD symptom severity)
whereas greater Personal Hardships experienced in the past month
Fig. 1. Structural Equation Model of the Relationship Between Stressors and PTSD
Note. This model illustrates the relationship between stressors and PTSD symptom s
rentheses). All pathways were significant at p < .05 except the loading of PTSD17
following pathway between factors and specific Harvard Trauma Questionnaire (HTQ
of Factors 1, 3, and 4 with HTQ10 (“irritable/outbursts of anger”); Correlations of Fa
demographics were controlled for: occupation, religion, age-group, marital status, ed
ethnicity. Error terms are omitted from the Figure but were included in the model.
factors) (Muth�en & Muth�en, 2017).a PTSD Symptom Severity was measured by the
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(Factor 4) related to lower PTSD symptom severity. As noted, Personal
Safety Concerns (Factor 1) was not related to PTSD symptom severity in
the full model.

Factors 1 to 4 were tested individually to explore the relationship
between each factor and PTSD symptom severity (Table 5). The same
covariates and pathways used in the full SEM were applied here. The
purpose of testing each individual factor was to assess how each factor
independently related to PTSD symptom severity.

Contrary to what was expected, results indicated that, when run
individually, Personal Safety Concerns, Financial Loss and Hardship, and
Personal Hardships (i.e., Factors 1, 3 and 4) were negatively related to
PTSD meaning that the more of these stressors that participants experi-
enced in the prior month, the less severe their PTSD symptoms. When run
Symptom Severity
everity. Statistics are standardized regression coefficients (standard error in pa-
on PTSD symptom severity (dotted line represents nonsignificant relation). The
) items are not depicted in the model but were added in the syntax: correlations
ctors 1, 3, and 4 with HTQ13 (“Less interest in daily activities”). The following
ucational level, sex, and ethnicity; the only significant covariates were sex and
There is no residual variance for binary/categorical variables (e.g., all items in
HTQ.
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individually, War Exposure Losses (i.e., Factor 2) was positively related
to PTSD meaning that the more War Exposure Losses, the more severe
their PTSD symptoms (Table 5).

Consequently, further regression analysis was conducted to better
understand the relationship between factors. As reported in Table 6, War
Exposure Losses (Factor 2) were negatively related to the other three
factors but remained positively related to PTSD. This means that the
more individuals experienced War Exposure Losses, the less they expe-
rienced recent, chronic Personal Safety Concerns, Financial Loss and
Hardship, and Personal Hardship. Personal Hardship (Factor 4) was
found to be positively related to Factors 1 and 3, indicating that in-
dividuals who experienced recent Personal Hardships were also more
likely to experience recent Personal Safety Concerns (Factor 1) and
recent Financial Loss and Hardship (Factor 3).

To understand this further, the relationship between the factors and
demographics was explored (Table 7). Results indicated that while the
Tamil population endorsed experiencing more War Exposure Losses
(Factor 2 stressors), they reported experiencing less Financial Loss and
Hardship (Factor 3) or Personal Hardship (Factor 4) stressors. Female
participants endorsed experiencing more Financial Loss and Hardship
(Factor 3). Those who endorsed being employed reported experiencing
more recent Personal Hardship (Factor 4). As Personal Safety Concerns
(Factor 1) were not significantly related to PTSD symptom severity in the
final full model, the relationship between this factor and demographics
was not explored. These additional analyses provided further insight into
the main SEM results and are discussed in detail in the Discussion.

Readers interested in how the individual items related to PTSD
symptom severity for Factors 1 to 4, please refer to Table 10 in the
Supplementary Material. Overall, results presented in the correlation
matrix show a similar pattern of results as the overall relationship be-
tween the factors and PTSD symptom severity.

4. Discussion

This study examined the relationship between stressors and PTSD
symptom severity in post-conflict Northern Sri Lanka. Findings from this
study provide some support for the daily stressors model in situations of
ongoing adversity. Confirming the first hypothesis, results of this study
indicated that stressors grouped together based on multiple factors,
including one factor focused on war-related stressors, and three factors
focused on recent chronic stressors. Specifically, a four-factor chronic
stressors model was identified: Factor 1: Personal Safety Concerns; Factor
2: War Exposure Losses; Factor 3: Financial Loss and Hardship; and
Factor 4: Personal Hardships (Fig. 1). Personal Safety Concerns, Financial
Loss and Hardship, and Personal Hardships were specific to stressors
experienced in the month preceding data collection for the current study
and War Exposure Losses were items related to stressors experienced
during the Sri Lankan civil war.
Table 6
Relationship between factors 1 to 4 stressors.

Relationship B [95% CI] β [95% CI]

Personal Safety Concerns (F1) and War
Exposure Losses (F2)

�0.251* [-0.303,
�0.199]

�0.412* [-0.486,
�0.338]

Personal Safety Concerns (F1) and
Personal Hardship (F4)

0.502* [0.449,
0.555]

0.723* [0.678,
0.768]

Personal Safety Concerns (F1) and
Financial Loss and Hardship (F3)

0.577* [0.497,
0.657]

0.653* [0.584,
0.722]

War Exposure Losses (F2) and Financial
Loss and Hardship (F3)

�0.192* [-0.250,
�0.134]

�0.335* [-0.425,
�0.245]

War Exposure Losses (F2) and Personal
Hardship (F4)

�0.243* [-0.288,
�0.198]

�0.540* [-0.604,
�0.477]

Financial Loss and Hardship (F3) and
Personal Hardship (F4)

0.478* [0.407,
0.549]

0.732* [0.672,
0.792]

Note. B ¼ unstandardized beta; β ¼ standardized beta; CI ¼ confidence interval;
N ¼ 1015.
*p < .001.
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4.1. Unpacking the four-factor model

The stressors represented by the four factors identified in this study
are reflective of findings in the literature. Personal Safety Concerns
(Factor 1), and their relationship to distress, have been identified in other
displaced populations. In Bangladesh, stateless Rohingya refugees cited
safety concerns as one of their top three daily environmental stressors
and noted that enhancing their sense of safety would mitigate the impact
of traumatic stressors (Riley et al., 2017). In Sri Lanka, a recent study
using innovative network analysis found that fear of being kidnapped
was identified as a central concern by participants and represented a
constant threat and overwhelming fear (Jayawickreme et al., 2017).
Based on their work with Syrian refugees in Jordan, Wells and colleagues
(Wells et al., 2018) note that theoretical approaches that acknowledge
the role of constant personal threat in the lives of displaced populations
are likely to have more clinical utility, and can be informative for
directing resources to modifiable, chronic stressors.

Factor 2, or War Exposure Losses, primarily included items related to
loss or injury of family members or friends. In line with findings from the
qualitative study (Thomas et al., in press), it is unsurprising that items
specific to loss or injury of loved ones emerged as a constellation of
stressors. Findings from the qualitative study pointed to the complicated
emotions resulting from sudden and unexpected loss in the context of
violence, as well as coping with ambiguous loss (Boss, 2004) in situations
where family members remained missing. Unique to the constellation of
War Exposure Losses is the inclusion of one item specific to loss of
property during the conflict. This finding complements results from the
qualitative study where loss of property during the conflict emerged as a
salient theme and was often related to subsequent losses (Thomas et al.,
in press). It additionally highlights the significant impact of the loss of
land and property for war-affected communities, which is reflective of
findings in other post-conflict settings (e.g. Dobricki et al., 2010; Leti-
ca-Crepulja et al., 2011). In Sri Lanka, Somasundaram (2014) eloquently
describes the impact of the loss of land and displacement from villages
following the civil war: “in traditional Tamil communities, the village
and its people, way of life and environment provided organic roots, a
sustaining support system, nourishing environment and network of re-
lationships … a person's identity was defined to a large extent by their
village of origin” (p. 91–92). Consistent with this emic perspective from
Somasundaram, it coheres that loss of property would correlate closely
with other personal losses experienced during the war.

Also in line with the qualitative findings (Thomas et al., in press),
Financial Loss and Hardship (Factor 3) emerged as another group of
recent, chronic stressors. The deleterious impact of unemployment and
poverty on the psychological wellbeing of displaced populations is
well-documented in resettled refugees (e.g., Beiser et al., 1993),
asylum-seekers who have not obtained legal status in LMICs (e.g.
(Thomas et al., 2011),) as well as in Western settings [e.g., Silove et al.,
1997] and extensively, in post-conflict settings [e.g., Priebe et al., 2012;
Rasmussen et al., 2010; Tay et al., 2015]. The authors of a recent
meta-analysis on daily stressors and psychopathology in conflict-affected
forced migrants, similarly found that material daily stressors, inclusive of
employment-related issues, were positively associated with PTSD
symptoms, general distress, and functional impairment (Hou et al.,
2020).

Finally, the items included in the Personal Hardships Factor (Factor 4)
are interesting for the range of stressors that fit within this category (e.g.,
“serious injury, illness or assault”; “valuables lost or stolen”; “no money
for essentials”). As was disclosed by some interviewees during the
qualitative study, personal injury and illness often translated to an
inability to engage in meaningful employment highlighting the interre-
lated cascade of losses experienced by participants in the current study
(Thomas et al., in press). The items that constitute Personal Hardship
provide further insight into the contextualized experience of losses
experienced post-conflict for war-affected communities. In Sri Lanka,
researchers have examined the role of stressful life events and their



Table 7
Regression of demographic variables on F2, F3 and F4 stressors.

B [95% CI] β [95% CI] B [95% CI] β [95% CI] B [95% CI] β [95% CI]

Demographic
Variables

Factor 2 (War Exposure Losses) Factor 3 (Financial Loss and Hardship) Factor 4 (Personal Hardships)

Marital Statusa �0.085 [-0.208,
0.038]

�0.049 [-0.119,
0.022]

�0.062 [-0.291, 0.167] �0.024 [-0.115, 0.066] 0.087 [-0.043, 0.216] 0.045 [-0.022, 0.112]

Ethnicityb 0.790* [0.583,
0.996]

0.345* [0.267,
0.423]

�0.496 [-0.852,
�0.140]

�0.149* [-0.254,
�0.044]

�0.447* [-0.630,
�0.264]

�0.175* [-0.246,
�0.105]

Religionc 0.018 [-0.103,
0.140]

0.012 [-0.068,
0.092]

0.120 [-0.086, 0.326] 0.055 [-0.039, 0.148] �0.055 [-0.185, 0.074] �0.033 [-0.110, 0.044]

Age-groupd �0.054 [-0.205,
0.098]

�0.025 [-0.097,
0.046]

�0.119 [-0.379, 0.142] �0.039 [-0.124, 0.046] �0.014 [-0.181, 0.152] �0.006 [-0.077, 0.065]

Occupatione 0.025 [-0.095,
0.145]

0.017 [-0.066,
0.101]

0.023 [-0.176, 0.222] 0.011 [-0.084, 0.106] 0.314* [0.184, 0.445] 0.196* [0.117, 0.276]

Education levelf �0.013 [-0.130,
0.104]

�0.008 [-0.081,
0.065]

0.148 [-0.048, 0.345] 0.064 [-0.021, 0.149] 0.036 [-0.090, 0.163] 0.020 [-0.051, 0.092]

Sexg �0.009 [-0.131,
0.113]

�0.006 [-0.092,
0.079]

�0.353* [-0.558,
�0.148]

�0.171* [-0.268,
�0.07]

0.035 [-0.096, 0.166] 0.022 [-0.060, 0.105]

Note. B ¼ unstandardized beta; β ¼ standardized beta; CI ¼ confidence interval; N ¼ 1015.
*p < .05.

a Married ¼ 1; other (i.e., widowed; separated; divorced; never married; missing due to conflict; missing due to other reasons) ¼ 0.
b Tamil ¼ 1; other (i.e., Sinhala; Muslim; other) ¼ 0.
c Hindu ¼ 1; other (i.e., Buddhist; Islam; Catholic/Christian; other) ¼ 0.
d Born 1983 onwards ¼ 1; born prior to 1983 ¼ 0.
e Employed ¼ 1; other (i.e., unemployed/disability; student; homemaker; retired; other) ¼ 0.
f No formal education or formal education until O/Ls ¼ 1; O/Ls or above ¼ 0.
g Male ¼ 1; Female ¼ 0.
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relationship to psychopathology (e.g. (Jayawickreme et al., 2009; Jaya-
wickreme et al., 2017; Jayawickreme et al., 2020)). This previous work
by Jayawickreme and colleagues identified stressors related to the
inability to access basic needs; this finding overlaps with stressors iden-
tified in the Personal Hardships category of the current study. However,
injury or illness of self, did not emerge in these aforementioned studies.
Of note, results of the studies by Jayawickreme are based on data that
were collected shortly following the end of the Sri Lankan civil war. The
timing of data collection and shifts in environmental stressors may have
influenced the range of additional stressors noted by participants in the
current study, including those related to injury and illness. As will be
discussed below, the Personal Hardships factor was also unique for its
negative correlation with PTSD symptom severity.

4.2. Chronic stressors and trauma symptom severity

In objective 2, the relationship between each of the stressor factors
and PTSD symptom severity was explored through SEM. The authors
hypothesized that exposure to both war-related and recent chronic
stressors would be positively related to PTSD symptom severity. The final
model illustrated a more nuanced relationship. In the context of the full
model when all stressors were considered together, War Exposure Losses
and Financial Loss and Hardship (i.e., Factors 2 and 3, respectively) were
indeed associated with higher PTSD symptom severity in respondents.
However, Personal Safety Concerns (i.e., Factor 1) was not associated
with PTSD symptom severity and Personal Hardship (i.e., Factor 4) was
related to less PTSD symptom severity in the full model. When evaluated
independently, Personal Safety Concerns, Financial Loss and Hardship,
and Personal Hardship were each related to less PTSD symptom severity
while War Exposure Losses was positively related to PTSD symptom
severity. This means that only the relationship between War Exposure
Losses and PTSD symptom severity and Personal Hardships and PTSD
symptom severity remained constant when assessed independently and
in the full model.

In the current study, Personal Safety Concerns (Factor 1) was not
correlated to PTSD symptom severity when considered with other fac-
tors, and negatively related when considered alone. When the relation-
ship between factors was analysed, Personal Safety Concerns was highly
correlated with Personal Hardship (β [95% CI] ¼ 0.723 [0.678, 0.768]),
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indicating that individuals who experienced one group of stressors were
likely to experience the other. The high correlation between these factors
suggests shared variance. In the context of the full model then, it is
possible that Personal Hardship drives the effect of stressors on PTSD
symptom severity more than Personal Safety Concerns.

This was an unexpected finding given that prior studies as noted
above have identified safety concerns as a significant source of distress in
post-conflict settings. Similarly, other studies with refugee populations
have found safety concerns to be a significant stressor (e.g., Rasmussen
et al., 2010). In another study in Sri Lanka, researchers working with data
from a nationally representative sample found that addressing safety
concerns was significantly associated with reduced mental distress in
post-conflict Sri Lanka (Jayasuriya et al., 2016). Specifically, Jayasuriya
and colleagues (Jayasuriya et al., 2016) noted that alleviating safety
concerns had the potential for reducing depression by 53% and anxiety
by 57%. The study by Jayasuriya and colleagues (Jayasuriya et al., 2016)
did not explore the relationship of safety concerns with PTSD symptoms,
however. Items that comprised Factor 4, Personal Hardship, were also
not explored by Jayasuriya and colleagues (Jayasuriya et al., 2016). In
war-affected communities, future research is needed to better understand
the complex relationship between safety concerns, personal hardship,
and psychopathology. More specifically, interventions targeting Personal
Hardship may be a more effective target than interventions aimed at
alleviating safety concerns and is worth exploring further.

The unexpected finding of Personal Safety Concerns, Financial Loss
and Hardship, and Personal Hardship as being related to less PTSD
symptom severity when assessed independently also requires further
research. This finding was in contrast to objective 2, where a positive
relationship was expected between all stressors and PTSD symptom
severity. Although it was beyond the scope of this study to explore
concepts of resilience, and the included measurement instruments did
not directly measure this concept, such nuanced findings indicate the
presence of resilience in war-affected communities. Globally, despite
high rates of PTSD and depression in forcibly displaced individuals,
Nickerson and colleagues note that “most studies conducted to date have
found that the majority of participants did not meet criteria for a mental
disorder, highlighting the resilience inherent in refugee and asylum-
seeking populations” (2017, p. 11). In the COMGAP-S sample, preva-
lence of PTSD was 13.7%. This finding parallels a growing body of
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literature in resilience, which challenges the expectation that individuals
who experience conflict will manifest dysfunction (Barber, 2013). It is
possible that prolonged exposure to Personal Safety Concerns, Financial
Loss and Hardship, and Personal Hardship may inadvertently lead in-
dividuals to develop coping mechanisms and create meaning and growth
in the face of adversity. Congruent to this hypothesis, resilience is
broadly understood as the capacity of a dynamic system to successfully
adapt to challenges that threaten its stability, function or development
(Masten, 2014). As noted in the literature, confronting and engaging with
stressors with the appropriate resources can contribute to growth and
longer-term adaptive emotional development (Crane et al., 2020; Shamia
et al., 2015; Tedeschi and Calhoun, 2004). Specifically, research has
found positive correlations between the level of PTSD symptoms or
trauma exposure and stress-related growth (Bitton and Laufer, 2017).

Applying similar concepts to the community level, researchers in Sri
Lanka have referred to ‘collective resilience’, highlighting the role of
community values, beliefs and traditions as social processes and protec-
tion from mass trauma and loss (Somasundaram, 2014; Somasundaram
and Sivayokan, 2013). Somasundaram and Sivayokan (2013) argue that
such forms of community coping and resilience help individuals deal
with, and recover from, the destructive effects of collective trauma.
Further exploration into the mechanisms underlying resilience and their
relationship to chronic stressors, can be useful for developing successful
interventions for war-affected communities.

From a statistical perspective, additional considerations are of
importance in the interpretation of these unexpected results. Indepen-
dently, Financial Loss and Hardship was negatively correlated to PTSD
symptom severity; in the full model, the relationship was positive as
Financial Loss and Hardship was related to more PTSD symptom severity.
It is important to remember that Financial Loss and Hardship and Per-
sonal Hardship were highly correlated (i.e., β ¼ .734), suggesting a high
degree of shared variance between these factors in the full model. As
Personal Hardship is consistently negatively related to PTSD symptom
severity (when assessed independently and in the full model), it is
possible that the inclusion of Personal Hardship stressors in the full
model contributed to changing the observed relationship between
Financial Loss and Hardship and PTSD symptom severity (from nega-
tively correlated, when assessed independently, to positively correlated
in the full model). While a mediation analysis was not performed as it
was not the focus of the hypothesized model, a future hypothesis to test is
that on the one hand, Financial Loss and Hardship stressors may lead to
resilience through an indirect effect mediated by Personal Hardship.
There could be a remaining effect (i.e., direct) of Financial Loss and
Hardship on PTSD that is detrimental, leading to higher PTSD symptom
severity. Thus, it is possible that Financial Loss and Hardship could be
driving both a beneficial and a detrimental impact of this group of
stressors for war-affected communities. The beneficial impact would
overall be larger, which could explain why, when considered indepen-
dently Financial Loss and Hardship appeared to have a negative rela-
tionship (i.e., total effect) with PTSD. Further investigation to test such
intricate relationships between these stressors, PTSD, and other psy-
chopathology is warranted.

As predicted, War Exposure Loss was positively correlated with PTSD
symptom severity when assessed independently and in the full model.
This finding lends support to the value of a trauma-focused model for
some populations. Of note, the majority of stressors included in this
factor were related to social losses. Although the conflict in Sri Lanka
ended a decade ago, the impact of losing family members or friends as a
result of the conflict or having family members or friends injured as a
result of the conflict continues to impact PTSD symptom severity for
some individuals. This could be related to prolonged and complicated
grief as identified in Thomas et al. (in press). As described in the quali-
tative study, losing a loved one as a result of the conflict was often
complicated in that, in many instances, loved ones weremissing and their
circumstances remained unknown.Without a body, family members held
out hope, typically resulting in a complicated grieving process.
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Interestingly, the magnitude of the relationship between War Expo-
sure Losses and PTSD symptom severity was smaller in the full model
(i.e., β ¼ .164) versus when the relationship was assessed independently
(i.e., β ¼ 0.466). This finding further suggests that in the context of other
stressors, War Exposure Losses have less unique relations with PTSD
symptom severity. In particular, Financial Loss and Hardship was almost
equally related to PTSD symptom severity in the full model (i.e., β ¼
.167). This finding is in parallel to the daily stressors literature (Miller
and Rasmussen, 2017). These results may also reflect mediation such that
the impact of War Exposure Losses may not be entirely independent and
could have further adverse impacts through chronic stressors. Overall,
results from this study highlight the variable pathways to PTSD symptom
severity, including amongst those who are universally exposed to loss
and trauma.

4.3. Implications for clinical intervention

Historically, mental health interventions for forcibly displaced pop-
ulations have focused on alleviating symptoms of PTSD presumed to be a
consequence of war-related stressors. As highlighted by Miller and Ras-
mussen (2017), much of the intervention literature in post-conflict
mental health has centred on the efficacy of trauma-focused treatment
protocols (e.g., Narrative Exposure Therapy or NET (Gwozdziewycz and
Mehl-Madrona, 2013) and various cognitive-behavioural approaches
(Hinton et al., 2012). Studies have shown variable treatment effects,
ranging from none to small in a metanalysis of trauma-based treatments
for torture survivors (Patel et al., 2014) to medium and large effects in
other treatment studies (Lambert and Alhassoon, 2014; Murray et al.,
2010). More recently, and as illustrated in the current study, there is
emerging global evidence that psychopathology is strongly determined
by social context (Blas and Sivasankara Kurup, 2010; Lund et al., 2018).
Consequently, while it may be necessary to improve access to evidence
based mental health treatments, this approach alone is insufficient for
alleviating the suffering associated with mental disorder in situations of
chronic adversity.

For several decades, intervention researchers working with resettled
refugees in Western contexts have argued that clinical-based in-
terventions such as psychotherapy and psychopharmacology have
limited effectiveness in the absence of addressing chronic, displacement-
related stressors such as financial hardship, housing difficulties, and so-
cial isolation (e.g., Goodkind et al., 2014; Kinzie and Fleck, 1987; Miller,
1999). The current study proffers a social ecological model, which en-
capsulates the contextualized experience of stressors and trauma symp-
tom severity for those affected by the conflict in Northern Sri Lanka.
Findings support existing literature that emphasizes the integration of
mental health supports with layered services, most notably the
Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC) Guidelines on Mental Health
and Psychosocial Support in Emergency Settings (Inter-Agency Standin g
Committee, 2007). Miller and Rasmussen similarly call for integrated
interventions that address both, the chronic and war-related stressors in a
sequential approach (Miller and Rasmussen, 2010).

Recognizing that particular stressors are likely to be more salient by
age, sex or even geographic location, the four-factor ecological model of
stressors and trauma symptom severity presented here can be applied to
specific populations to determine how different stressors are experi-
enced, so that interventions can be tailored accordingly. For example,
those born during the conflict have primarily experienced a life of mul-
tiple displacements, interrupted school attendance, and loss of family,
friends, and homes (Somasundaram, 2007).

Findings additionally illustrate that beyond war exposure, it was the
loss and injury of loved ones as well as financial hardship, that contrib-
uted to distress. The results of the current study suggest the value of
multipronged approaches that seek to not only identify and address
symptoms of complicated bereavement, but also couple such in-
terventions with alleviating financial hardship. Layered services, tar-
geted first at addressing chronic stressors before the implementation of
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specialized clinical services, are certainly one effective approach for
clinical interventions. At the same time, it is possible that psychological
assistance will be necessary for some individuals who are substantially
impaired by complicated bereavement before they are able to take
advantage of programs aimed at reducing financial hardship (Miller and
Rasmussen, 2017). Based on the salience of War Exposure Losses and
Financial Loss and Hardship, integrated interventions aimed at address-
ing both sources of stressors simultaneously, may be most effective for
this war-affected population rather than fragmented interventions
designed and implemented in silos. Further exploration of the salient
stressors identified in the current study and the implications for specific
populations will lend additional insight into clinical intervention and
design.

Overall, findings from the current study highlight the importance of
theoretical approaches that recognize contextual stressors subsequently
leading to clinical interventions that may have more utility. War trauma
is of course not without substantial impact and clinical trauma-based
interventions can be hugely beneficial for some populations. However,
when it comes to addressing symptoms of distress in situations of chronic
adversity, those impacted by war and displacement can additionally
benefit from resources targeted towards buffering the impact of modifi-
able chronic stressors (Miller and Rasmussen, 2014).

4.4. Limitations

The findings reported here need to be interpreted considering some
methodological limitations. First, the cross-sectional nature of this study
limits our understanding of the changes that occur over time and means
that the directionality of relationships cannot be unequivocally sup-
ported. For example, it is possible that individuals with long-standing
PTSD symptom severity were more susceptible to experience war-
related stressors or financial loss and hardship. In their study with
refugee youth in the United States, Miller and colleagues (Miller et al.,
2008) highlight that “single moment snapshots (i.e., cross-sectional data)
are inherently ill-suited to capture the fluid nature of children's reactions
to stressful events, the evolution of new coping strategies they utilize at
different points in their development, and the shifting nature of stressors
themselves” (p. 4). Although referring to the continual state of devel-
opment for children, this observation applies to identifying chronic
stressors for adults. While this study sought to identify chronic stressors
prominent for respondents in the month prior to data collection, the
inherent nature of stressors is that they can evolve. This is where further
research applying the four-factor model in other contexts or as part of
longitudinal or multilevel analyses, may provide insightful information
regarding the changing nature of stressors and lend further support for an
ecological model of stressors and PTSD.

In determining the list of items to include for factor analysis, decisions
were theoretically informed, and data driven. Efforts were made for
retention of items, yet nine stressor items were lost for various reasons
(e.g., redundancy, poor fit indices). As the initial framework was
informed by the results of the qualitative study (Thomas et al., in press) in
combination with data available from the Sociodemographic and
Displacement History Questionnaire and the Stressful Life Events
Checklist, it is plausible that other unique factors may have emerged if a
different analytical approach was applied. Findings from the qualitative
study (Thomas et al., in press) highlighted the significant impact of losing
loved ones and property, including ambiguous loss (Boss, 2004).
Although loss of loved ones and property were captured in the above
measures, a more nuanced analysis of the relationship between grief and
financial strain could further inform intervention design.

Relatedly, the ecological model of stressors and PTSD symptom
severity was theoretically informed and based on robust statistical ana-
lyses. Nonetheless, items selected for the final model may not be
exhaustive as items were constrained by the available data from the
COMGAP-S study. Thus, it is possible that the influence of certain
stressors in the SEMmodel were not accounted for, and additionally, may
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shift over time. As noted by Thomas et al. (in press), additional stressors
may include shifting societal values, changes in social networks and
family systems, limited institutional supports, and physical and mental
health concerns. Similarly reflected in the literature, Jayawickreme and
colleagues found that social problems (e.g., being alone, relocation
stress) were central in their network analysis (Jayawickreme et al.,
2017). Continued investigation of stressors with war survivors, particu-
larly using longitudinal approaches may result in a more fulsome un-
derstanding of the impact of prolonged stressors on coping capacity.

Of note, the war-related and chronic stressors identified for this
model were specific to this adult population of war-survivors in five
districts of Northern Sri Lanka. Given the unique experiences across post-
conflict zones, generalizability of this model is uncertain, and findings
may have limited external validity. However, as the purpose of this study
was to capture contextualized knowledge of war survivors, placing a
microscope on these experiences has value in deepening understanding
(Kazdin, 2003). As noted by previous researchers, the generalizability of
any SEM model beyond the sample studied is uncertain (Aiken et al.,
1994).

In conducting the SEM, it was noted that one item from the HTQ (Item
PTSD17, ‘excessive guilt’) demonstrated a large residual variance (see
Fig. 1). It is possible that this item presented with a larger residual
because it is not well explained by the latent construct of PTSD symptom
severity with this group of war-affected participants. Although psycho-
logical symptoms and idioms of distress were not an explicit focus of the
current study, it was observed that guilt was rarely mentioned as a
symptom of psychological distress during interviews. Additionally, when
RAs inquired about psychological distress and prompted interviewees
with a range of symptoms (i.e., Thomas et al., in press), analysis of
transcripts often indicated that participants either denied feelings of guilt
(e.g., “Why should I feel guilty?”) or attributed feelings of guilt to their
limited economic circumstances and inability to provide for their loved
ones.

This particular observation is in contrast to a recent study conducted
in Sri Lanka with a diverse representation of gender and ethnic groups
assessing the modified HTQ in this context. Specifically, the authors
found that the modified HTQ, inclusive of item 17 (i.e., “excessive guilt”)
performed well (Tay et al., 2017). Tay and colleagues (Tay et al., 2017)
noted that 21.3% of Tamil participants endorsed this symptom, which
was the highest proportion compared to other ethnic groups who
participated in the study (i.e., Sinhalese, 3.9%; Moor, 8.3%). Such find-
ings suggest the common presence of the symptom of guilt in this sample.
Additional research exploring this symptom further may be beneficial to
appropriately target interventions aimed at alleviating trauma symp-
toms. To note, SEM was also conducted with item 17 removed. As the
overall fit of the model did not significantly improve χ2 (706)¼ 2296.54,
p < .001; CFI ¼ 0.901; TLI ¼ 0.892; RMSEA ¼ 0.047 (CI, 0.045, 0.049);
SRMR ¼ 0.088, the authors decided to retain the item for consistency
with the full scale.

Finally, regarding the unexpected finding of Personal Safety Concerns
(i.e., Factor 1) not associated with PTSD symptom severity and Personal
Hardship (i.e., Factor 4) related to less PTSD symptom severity in the full
model, it is possible that the observed results may have been due to issues
related to the accuracy of participants' reports. As the conflict ended in
2009, the time-lapse between the experiences and participants’ reporting
of them might influence the stress perception of the war-related and
displacement events (Vindevogel et al., 2013). Related to this, the limits
to self-report measures have been well-documented (e.g., Metts et al.,
1991) and it will be important to consider potential bias in memory,
information-processing and social desirability (Vindevogel et al., 2013).
The large sample size of this study and triangulation of quantitative and
qualitative data (i.e., Thomas et al., in press) are expected to have helped
circumvent some issues related to self-report data.

Despite these limitations, the current study is one of few empirical
investigations of the relationships between phenomenologically identi-
fied stressors and PTSD symptom severity in post-conflict Northern Sri
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Lanka. Additionally, the analytical approach presented in the current
study contributes a foundational framework for identifying and testing
the interdependence of stressors in situations of adversity.

5. Conclusions

The results presented here highlight the value of a social ecological
model to mental health interventions. The results lend support for the
growing movement in global mental health research towards an
ecological approach. Beyond simply acknowledging the importance of
social and material stressors though, the results of this study capture the
unique contribution of what types of stressors are related with PTSD
symptom severity and how they are related. As noted by Hou et al.
(2020), understanding the chronic, everyday life experiences for dis-
placed populations shifts the focus on environment rather than
individual-level interventions, subtly having reaching implications for
policy and intervention.
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